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Your biggest  creative  vision  in exquisite  black  and white
The XF IQ4 150MP Achromatic Camera System, built on the Infinity Platform with Capture One Inside, captures crisp, high resolution 
images that extend beyond the light that the eye can see, expanding your creative possibilities while at the same time removing color 
from the equation. The XF IQ4 150MP Achromatic Camera System is high resolution photography at its most pure.

151-Megapixels
The extreme 151-megapixel resolution captures unprecedented detail, giving you the flexibility to print on a large scale or conveniently 
crop images to achieve the exact composition required.

Backside  Illuminated  (BSI)  Sensor
The IQ4 150MP Backside Illuminated (BSI) sensors introduces the new standard of digital sensor technology to full frame medium 
format photography. The IQ4 150MP BSI sensor’s ultra-efficient pixel design results in the uninterrupted capture of light within each 
pixel, directly translating a more accurate render with improved color, detail and noise handling within the RAW file.

Achromatic  Sensor
The Achromatic 151-megapixel BSI sensor is produced without the Bayer color filter, allowing light to reach the sensor unobstructed. 
Without the filter, each and every pixel of the sensor captures significantly more light, ensuring absolute detail and luminance.
The Achromatic can capture much more than the naked eye is able to see, as it is designed to capture a broader spectrum of light. 
With the option to also capture light outside the visible spectrum, creative possibilities for infrared applications are endless, making the 
Achromatic the most light-sensitive medium format digital system available.

Capture  One Inside
The cutting-edge RAW editing core of Capture One has been directly integrated in the Infinity Platform, providing advanced control 
within preview and image settings, and opening the door for future customization of the RAW file at the time of capture. Capture One 
Inside ensures the most efficient and controlled capture workflow, bringing the capture and post-capture workflows closer together 
than ever before.

Today,  Capture  One Inside  delivers: 

· IIQ RAW file "Style" integration
· JPEG processing in-camera
· Improved image quality and preview performance
· Improved Live View, faster frame rates, new tools

Future-Proof  Tethering  Options
Attuned to the professional workflow, multiple tethering options capable of handling the high bandwidth are included in the IQ4 – 
Ethernet, USB-C and Wireless. All tethering and local storage options can be combined and customized to address your specific 
workflow needs.

Wireless tethering can be used to transfer RAW files to Capture One in addition to storing them in-camera. This solution can be used 
as a backup or as part of a custom workflow. 

Ethernet grants the potential for a fully customized, integrated and dynamic workflow, providing the potential to capture into or through 
any Ethernet supported device. In addition, the long cable lengths and power provided via Ethernet eliminates workflow concerns 
surrounding battery power or cable length.

USB-C provides a standard port type for convenient tethering on a wide variety of common devices. USB-C also delivers multiple 
power integration options. 

Ethernet  and USB-C allow data transfer and system integration with no additional accessories necessary – transfer from local storage 
to any host without removing the card. And with a variety of cable lengths available, both Ethernet and USB-C can be exactly 
configured to suit your workflow needs.
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Specifikationer:

Producent Phase One

Kategori Mellemformat

Mellemformatsenhed Camera + Back
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